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The heart actively remodels architecture in response
to various physiological and pathological conditions.
Gross structural change of the heart chambers is di-
rectly reflected at the cellular level by altering the
morphological characteristics of individual cardiomy-
ocytes. However, an understanding of the relation-
ship between cardiomyocyte shape and the contrac-
tile function remains unclear. By using in vitro assays
to analyze systolic stress of cardiomyocytes with con-
trolled shape, we demonstrated that the characteristic
morphological features of cardiomyocytes observed
in a variety of pathophysiological conditions are cor-
related with mechanical performance. We found that
cardiomyocyte contractility is optimized at the cell
length/width ratio observed in normal hearts, and
decreases in cardiomyocytes with morphological
characteristics resembling those isolated from fail-
ing hearts. Quantitative analysis of sarcomeric ar-
chitecture revealed that the change of contractility
may arise from alteration of myofibrillar structure.
Measurements of intracellular calcium in myocytes
revealed unique characteristics of calcium metabo-
lism as a function of myocyte shape. Our data sug-
gest that cell shape is critical in determining con-
tractile performance of single cardiomyocytes by
regulating the intracellular structure and calcium
handling ability. (Am J Pathol 2012, 181:2030–2037;

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ajpath.2012.08.045)

Cardiomyocytes contain parallel arrays of serially aligned
and laterally registered sarcomeres that parallel the lon-
gitudinal cellular axis.1 In healthy ventricles, the myocyte

length/width ratio [ie, aspect ratio (AR)] in diastole is

2030
tightly regulated, approximately 7:1.2–4 When the heart
undergoes concentric hypertrophy because of chronic
pressure overload, myocytes increase cell width without
a significant change in cell length, as new sarcomeres
are added in parallel to existing sarcomeres, decreasing
the myocyte AR.5,6 When the heart progresses to failure,
cardiomyocytes are elongated as new sarcomeres are
added in series, without a significant change of cross-
sectional area,4 which can result in an increase of the
myocyte AR to 11:1.3,4 Because the sequel of these mor-
phological changes is contractile dysfunction, it has been
proposed by Gerdes and Capasso3 that myocyte shape
plays a direct role in regulating cardiac contractility.

Reduced myocyte contractility during heart failure is
commonly attributed to altered protein phosphorylation, the
result of complex changes in kinase and phosphatase ex-
pression and activity.7–9 However, cytoskeletal structural
anomalies, including intracellular coupling of sarcomeres,
are also observed postmortem in the failing heart.10 Myofil-
ament disarray has played a critical role in the contractile
impairment in the failing hearts.11,12 Disruption in the Z-line
contiguous registry, as observed in the ventricular muscle
obtained from failing hearts,12 may decrease the contractile
force, suggesting an ultrastructural contributor to the dis-
ease. Based on our previous work,13,14 we hypothesized
that the changes in myocyte shape have a direct impact on
their contractility and that this might be explained by how
the sarcomeres are laterally registered within the myocyte.

Materials and Methods

Cardiomyocyte Culture

The described experiments were performed according to
the Guide of the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, pub-
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lished by the NIH (NIH publication 85-23, revised in
1996). All methods for handling laboratory animals were
approved by the Animal Use and Care Committee at
Harvard University (Cambridge, MA). Ventricular tissue
was dissected from the hearts of 2-day-old Sprague-
Dawley rats (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington,
MA). Ventricular tissue from the litters of approximately 10
pups was pooled during each cardiomyocyte isolation.
These cardiomyocyte isolations were performed on a
weekly basis, and the data for this study were collected
from samples prepared over several weeks. The isolated
tissue was homogenized and washed in HBSS and then
digested with 0.1% trypsin and 0.1% collagenase for 14
hours at 4°C with agitation. Isolated myocytes were re-
suspended in M199 culture medium (Invitrogen, Carls-
bad, CA) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal
bovine serum, 10 mmol/L HEPES, 20 mmol/L glucose, 2
mmol/L L-glutamine, 1.5 �mol/L vitamin B12, and 50 U/mL
penicillin at 37°C and agitated. Immediately after purifi-
cation, myocytes were plated on 25-mm-diameter glass
coverslips that were coated by substrates with micropat-
terned fibronectin (FN) islands prepared as detailed later
and kept in culture at 37°C with a 5% CO2 atmosphere.
Then, 100 mmol/L 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine was added to
the culture medium to prevent multiple nuclei formation.
Immunostaining showed that �90% of cells plated from
each cardiomyocyte isolation were positive for sarco-
meric �-actinin. Microscopic inspection revealed that the
spontaneous contraction of the cardiomyocytes started
approximately 3 days after isolation.

Patterning FN on Polyacrylamide Gels

Micropatterned polyacrylamide gels were prepared by
adapting the existing technique and the procedures.15–17

In brief, a silicon wafer was spin coated with a layer of
10% by weight poly-N-iso-propyl acrylamide prepared in
1-butanol, followed by a 50- to approximately 75-�m
layer of photoresist (SU-8 2025; MichroChem Corp, New-
ton, MA), and treated by a standard photolithography
procedure to obtain a master containing holes, with the
designated ARs ranging from 1:1 to 11:1. The poly-N-iso-
propyl acrylamide layer was dissolved by ice water to
release the photoresist membrane. Polyacrylamide gels
(5% acrylamide and 0.3% bis acrylamide, approximately
90 �m thick, Young’s modulus approximately 8 kPa mea-
sured by atomic force microscopy, as previously de-
scribed18) containing 0.2-�m fluorescence beads (Mo-
lecular Probes, Eugene, OR) were fabricated on 25-mm
coverslips. The photoresist membrane was placed on the
gel surface, and the holes of the membrane were filled
by sulfo-sulfosuccinimidyl-6-4-azido-2-nitrophenylamino-
hexanoate solution (Pierce, Rockford, IL), followed by UV
light activation. After removal of excess sulfo-sulfosuccin-
imidyl-6-4-azido-2-nitrophenylamino-hexanoate solution,
FN (100 �g/mL) was added to the membrane and was
allowed to react with the photoactivated gel for 4 hours at
37°C to generate FN-coated adhesive islands. After re-
moval of the photoresist membrane, the substrates were

washed by PBS and immediately used for cell plating.
Patterning FN on Elastomers

Polymer stamps designed for microcontact printing
were prepared as previously described.19 In brief, a
complementary master pattern of 2-�m photoresist
(SU-8 2; MichroChem Corp) was generated on silicon
wafers by standard optical lithography. The pattern
consisted of rectangular shapes with a constant sur-
face area of 2500 �m2 and a variety of ARs, including
1:1, 2:1, 3:1, 5:1, 7:1, and 11:1. We found that 2500
�m2 is the maximal area that neonatal rat cardiomyo-
cytes can assume the designated shapes and be ap-
proximated as two-dimensional (2D) cells. Polydimeth-
ylsiloxane elastomer (Sylgard 184; Dow Corning,
Midland, MI) was poured onto the photoresist master
and cured. After peeling off, the polydimethylsiloxane
elastomer formed a complimentary stamp of the mas-
ter, and was inked with a 50 �g/mL solution of FN for 1
hour at room temperature. Glass coverslips were spin
coated with a thin layer of polydimethylsiloxane elas-
tomer, cured, treated in a model 342 UVO cleaner
(Jelight Company, Inc., Irvine, CA), immediately
stamped by the FN-coated stamps for 5 minutes, and
blocked in 1% F127 pluronic acid (BASF, Mount Olive,
NJ). After 5 minutes, all stamped coverslips were
washed in PBS and then immediately seeded with myo-
cytes.

Substrate Deformation Measurement and
Contractile Traction Force Analysis

After 72 hours in culture, traction force measurements
were conducted in spontaneously beating cardiomyo-
cytes. To promote spontaneous beating, myocytes were
incubated with culture medium containing 0.2 �mol/L
epinephrine for approximately 3 hours before traction
force measurement. Only myocytes that assumed the
desired shapes were used. For all myocytes sampled for
contractility measurements (n � 22), the mean value and
SD of the beating frequency was 1.1 � 0.5 Hz. Coverslips
containing the beating myocytes were removed from the
incubator, mounted onto a custom-made microscope
stage containing a bath chamber, and continuously per-
fused with 37°C normal Tyrode’s solution (1 mmol/L
HEPES, 5 mmol/L glucose, 1.8 mmol/L CaCl2, 1 mmol/L
MgCl2, 5.4 mmol/L KCl, 135 mmol/L NaCl, and 0.33
mmol/L NaH2PO4, pH � 7.4; reagents from Sigma-Al-
drich, St. Louis, MO). Fluorescence images of gels im-
mediately beneath the mononucleated, contracting myo-
cytes were taken at least for three contraction cycles at
28.1 Hz. Frame-to-frame bead displacements were mea-
sured as previously described.20 This yielded a dis-
cretized 2D displacement field of the substrate with re-
spect to the bead positions at the fully relaxed stage. The
substrate deformation was assumed to be purely planar
and was used to calculate the 2D contractile traction
force field by adapting the established algorithm.15,21

Briefly, the contractile traction force field was discretized
by applying a lattice composed of 4 � 4-�m2 squares to

the cell interior, and solved from the displacement field
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by the Boussinesq solution, assuming the substrate as
an elastic half space with known mechanical proper-
ties. The Poisson ratio of the gel was assumed to be
close to 0.5.17 A 0-order Tikhonov regularization plus a
constraint that the forces should not become exceed-
ingly large was used to minimize and stabilize the
solution. The L curve criterion was used to determine
the optimal balance between the data agreement and
the regularization, as previously described.21 To quan-
titatively describe the contractile function of a single
myocyte, we defined two coarse-grained variables,
Tx90 and Ty90, as the 90th percentile of the projection of
the entire 2D traction force vectors along the x- and
y-axes, respectively. Herein, we referred to the longi-
tudinal cellular axis as the x-axis and the transverse
axis as the y-axis. To represent contractility along dif-
ferent cellular axes, we further defined Tx90max and
Ty90max as the Tx90 and Ty90 at the fully contracted
state, respectively. We defined inherent contractility
along each axis as maximal contractile stress per unit
length by dividing Tx90max and Ty90max by cell length
and width, respectively. To estimate how effectively the
myocytes contract along the longitudinal axis, we cal-
culated the ratio of the inherent longitudinal contractil-
ity/transverse contractility.

Imaging Procedures

After 72 hours in culture, cardiomyocytes were fixed in
4% paraformaldehyde with 0.01% Triton X-100 in PBS
buffer at 37°C for 15 minutes at room temperature and
stained for sarcomeric �-actinin (clone EA-53; Sigma-
Aldrich). Tetramethylrhodamine-conjugated goat anti-
mouse IgG (Alexa Fluor 594; Molecular Probes) was used
for secondary staining, with chromatin stained by DAPI
(Molecular Probes). All fluorescence and traction force
measurement was performed with a Leica DMI 6000B
microscope, using an �63 plan-apochromat objective in
the differential interference contrast mode. Images were
taken only from those FN islands containing a single,
mononucleated myocyte. For traction force experiments,
images were collected with a Cascade 512B enhanced
charge-coupled device camera, whereas immunofluo-
rescence images were collected with a CoolSnap HQ
charge-coupled device camera (both from Roper Scien-
tific, Tucson, AZ) controlled by IPLab Spectrum (BD Bio-
sciences/Scanalytics, Rockville, MD).

ZLRL Measurement

We first normalized the sarcomeric �-actinin stains to
yield an image with a 0 mean and a variance of 1. The
principal axis of variation at each pixel was computed
from the gradient covariance of the normalized image to
determine the orientation of the Z-line pixel. Individual
Z-lines were identified as ridges in the image and were
enhanced by applying Gabor filters to the image. These
procedures produced a skeletonized image of line seg-
ments representing the Z-lines and an orientation image
giving the local angles of individual Z-line pixels with

respect to the short cellular axis. To eliminate the non-
striated portions of the �-actinin stain, line segment vec-
tors for which the mean orientation was �45° (ie, not
perpendicular to the long cellular axis) were excluded
from subsequent analysis. This procedure also removed
Z-lines associated with myofibrils spanning the short axis
in low AR myocytes, because our analysis was restricted
to the contractile contribution of myofibrils in the x-axis. A
myofibril width of 0.7 �m was taken as a threshold of
Z-line registration length (ZLRL),22 and line segments
shorter than this value were discarded.

Calcium Transient Measurements

Shape-controlled neonatal rat ventricular myocytes
were incubated with 1.2 �mol/L Fluo-4 AM (Invitrogen)
and pluronic F-127 (0.1%; Invitrogen) for 15 minutes at
37°C. Myocytes were subsequently washed three
times in Tyrode solution to remove dye residues. The
myocytes were then placed under a 1-Hz field stimu-
lation (7- to 12-V intensity), and Fluo-4 signals were
monitored by line scan confocal microscopy (Zeiss
LSM 5 LIVE Laser Scanning Microscope, Goettingen,
Germany) with a �40 oil immersion objective lens; a
488-nm wavelength laser was used to excite the dye,
and signal was collected at �515 nm. The scanning
line was oriented transversely, across the width of the
cell and away from the nucleus (�10 �m) to monitor
the cytosolic component of the calcium transients in
high temporal resolution (500 Hz). Fluorescence sig-
nals were averaged along the cell width and normal-
ized to be in the interval from 0 (minimum signal at
diastole) to 1 (maximum signal at systole). Peak and
decay times are defined as the time for the calcium
signal to reach its peak value and then decay by 50%,
respectively. To minimize the toxicity of Fluo-4, exper-
iments were conducted for �1 hour after dye loading.

Statistical Analysis

All of the smoothing analyses were performed in R
using the mgcv package (http://www.r-project.org). To
compare the median and total ZLRL with respect to cell
shape, the one-way analysis of variance test and mul-
tiple comparisons with the Scheffé criterion were per-
formed. The level of significance was set at 5%.

Results

We asked if myocyte shape affected myocyte contractil-
ity. When myocytes adhered to the FN-coated surface,
they remodeled their shape to assume the shape of the
FN island by reorganizing the cytoskeletal network. This
allowed us to engineer myocytes with diastolic ARs of
1:1, 3:1, 5:1, 7:1, and 11:1 (Figure 1, A–E), where the
diastolic AR was defined as the cellular AR at the fully
relaxed state, and the systolic AR was defined as that at
the fully contacted state, peak systole (Figure 1, F–J;
see also Supplemental Videos S1 to S5 at http://ajp.
amjpathol.org). The frame-to-frame substrate deformation

is illustrated in Supplemental Videos S6 to S10 (available
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at http://ajp.amjpathol.org). During systolic frame-to-
frame substrate deformation, the displacement vectors at
the ends of the longitudinal cellular axis were directed
inward, whereas the vectors at the middle of the cell
pointed outward, perpendicular to the longitudinal axis, in
accordance with Poisson’s effect. These vectors then
reversed direction during diastolic recoil. Once the sys-
tolic displacement of beads relative to their diastolic po-
sitions was determined, we computed the nominal stress
field, assuming the substrate was linearly elastic, with the
diastolic position as the reference state. This yielded the
traction force map at peak systole (Figure 1, K–O), where
the middle of the cell was spatially correlated with a
region of relatively low stress, and high stresses were
observed at the ends of the longitudinal cellular axis, with
the observed maximal stress consistent with that previ-
ously reported.23 Analysis of the traction stress as a func-
tion of cell shortening revealed hysteresis in contraction
and relaxation cycles (see Supplemental Figure S1 at
http://ajp.amjpathol.org). The five myocyte examples
shown in Supplemental Figure S1 (available at http://
ajp.amjpathol.org) exhibited similar temporal patterns in
contraction and relaxation. If we plotted the Tx90 as a
function of time, both the Tx90 (see Supplemental Figure
S1A at http://ajp.amjpathol.org) and its time derivative
(see Supplemental Figure S1B at http://ajp.amjpathol.org)
exhibited similar temporal patterns across the five AR
examples. The temporal profiles of the contracted and
relaxed phases of dTx90/dt were characterized as a rapid
change followed by a slow decay, with a slightly longer

Figure 1. A–E: DIC images of myocytes of AR 1:1 (A), 3:1 (B), 5:1 (C), 7:1
1:1 (F), 3:1 (G), 5:1 (H), 7:1 (I), and 11:1 (J) at peak systole. K–O: Spatial m
7:1 (N), and 11:1 (O). Arrows, traction force vectors; color scale, stress magn
bars: 10 �m (A–O). P: A DIC image of an AR 2:1 myocyte at the fully relaxe
crosses and blue circles, traction vectors with the x and y components at Tx

90th percentiles of traction at peak systole projected along the x- and y-
longitudinal/transverse contractility as a function of ARs. S: The averaged po
spline with a thin plate regression spline as the basis; dotted lines, 95% CIs
latency in the relaxed phase. The maximal magnitude of
dTx90/dt in the relaxed phase was comparable to that of
the contracted phase. The contracted phase latency of
the five AR examples ranged from 106 to 213 millisec-
onds, the relaxed phase latency ranged from 142 to 320
milliseconds, and the time for Tx90 to decay from the peak
value to half maximum ranged from 106 to 142 millisec-
onds. Hysteresis between the contraction and relaxation
cycles was observed in the stress-shortening plots of the
entire beating cycles (see Supplemental Figure S1C at
http://ajp.amjpathol.org).

Myocytes engineered to replicate the AR of healthy
myocytes proved to exert the greatest tractional stresses
at peak systole. We defined Tx90max and Ty90max as Tx90

andTy90 at the fully contracted phase, respectively (Fig-
ure 1P). Data analysis revealed that, for all sampled myo-
cytes, the maximal myocyte shortening was linearly cor-
related with the maximal longitudinal stress (see
Supplemental Figure S2 at http://ajp.amjpathol.org). Fig-
ure 1Q showed how the maximal longitudinal stress var-
ied depending on myocyte shape. The nonlinear
Tx90max-AR association (Figure 1Q) was modeled using
the penalized regression spline with a thin plate regres-
sion spline as the bases.24,25 The 95% CIs for each mean
value of the Tx90max were also plotted. The trend of the
spline curve demonstrated that Tx90max was significantly
dependent on cell AR (P � 0.0018), because Tx90max

increased monotonically as the AR increased from 1:1 to
7:1, but decreased thereafter. As depicted in Figure 1R,
the ratio of longitudinal/transverse contractility similarly
peaked at the myocyte ARs that mimic those of myocytes

d 11:1 (E) at the fully relaxed state. F–J: DIC images of the myocytes of AR
action force at peak systole for the myocytes of AR 1:1 (K), 3:1 (L), 5:1 (M),
facilitate comparison, K–O have the same color scale at the right of O. Scale

with the traction force vectors calculated at peak systole superimposed. Red
d Ty90max or greater, respectively, where Tx90max and Ty90max represent the
spectively. Q: Tx90max as a function of cell ARs. R: The ratio of inherent
eration at systole as a function of ARs. Q–S: Solid lines, penalized regression
(D), an
aps of tr
itude. To
d state,
90max an
axes, re
from healthy ventricles (P � 7 � 10�6). To compare the
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http://ajp.amjpathol.org
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contractile efficiency, we computed the averaged power
generation along the x-axis at systole, Px90sys. The Px90sys

was significantly dependent on cell AR (P � 0.0029), and
the highest power occurred at ARs of approximately 7:1
to 8:1 (Figure 1S). The similar dependency of contractility
on cell AR was observed in the analysis of DIC images of
contracting myocytes (see Supplemental Figure S3 at
http://ajp.amjpathol.org). Consistent with the traction force
analysis, morphometric analysis also revealed that myo-
cytes of medium ARs were optimized for contractility
along the longitudinal axis. Analyzing acquired differen-
tial interference contrast images of contracting myocytes
revealed that the cultured myocytes did not change their
diastolic shape and size from beat to beat. This indicated
that the substrates did not undergo plastic change and that
the diastolic tension of the cultured myocytes was constant.
Because the diastolic cellular size varied (853 � 255 �m2

for all sampled cells), the maximal myocyte shortening at
the fully contracted phase was adjusted by the product of
the cell length and width at the fully relaxed phase, and
compared across different ARs (see Supplemental Fig-
ure S3A at http://ajp.amjpathol.org). To further examine
the relationship between the adjusted maximal shorten-
ing and diastolic AR, we applied least-squares curve
fitting with a second-order polynomial to the data. The
normalized shortening depended on the diastolic ARs,
increasing monotonically as the AR increased from 1:1 to
7:1, but decreasing at 11:1 (see Supplemental Figure
S3A at http://ajp.amjpathol.org). The systolic AR was
smaller than that at diastole, probably because of Pois-
son’s effect in the transverse axis (see Supplemental
Figure S3B at http://ajp.amjpathol.org). The increased
systolic AR might substantially thicken the ventricular wall
to help expel blood out of the chamber. Thus, the trend of
the ratio of diastolic/systolic AR, as illustrated by the
second-order polynomial curve fit in the inset of Supple-
mental Figure S3B (available at http://ajp.amjpathol.org),
suggested that myocardium composed of medium AR
myocytes might perform more effectively than one com-
posed of myocytes of higher or lower ARs. Together,
these data indicated that the contractility of single cardi-
omyocytes was optimized at the ARs observed in healthy
ventricles.

The traction force fields revealed that the maximal con-
tractile stress along different cellular axes was linearly

Figure 2. A: The relationship between maximal systolic Tx90 and diastolic ce
C: The Tx90max/diastolic cell length (ie, the inherent longitudinal contractilit
cells. A and B: The correlation coefficient, R, is determined by linear regres
correlated with the axis dimension. Tx90max was moder-
ately correlated with diastolic cell length (Figure 2A) (cor-
relation coefficient r � 0.51, P of correlation � 0.0156),
whereas Ty90max (Figure 2B) was strongly correlated with
diastolic cell width (r � 0.8875, P � 3 � 10�8). The
inherent longitudinal contractility (Tx90max/individual cell
length) of higher AR (ie, AR �8) myocytes was smaller
than the average of all sampled cells (Figure 2C). This
suggested that cardiomyocytes of abnormally high ARs
might be inherently less contractile.

We hypothesized that variations in the lateral registry
of sarcomeres could be a contributor to the differences
in contractility with myocyte shape. To determine
whether myofibril registry was altered as a function of
cell shape, we analyzed the myofibril architecture in
shape-controlled myocytes. As illustrated in Figure 3A,
a typical sarcomeric �-actinin stain of single, beating
myocytes was characterized by periodically repeated,
continuous Z-lines, plus the non-striated portions at the
cellular ends, as described in previous studies.26 We
defined the ZLRL as the length of a continuous sarco-
meric �-actinin stain that traversed the cell width. To
facilitate ZLRL measurement, we delineated the con-
tiguous Z-lines from the sarcomeric �-actinin stains
using a modified ridge detection algorithm (Figure 3A)
(the Matlab code from the reference can be accessed
in “Peter’s functions for computer vision” at http://
www.csse.uwa.edu.au/�pk/research/matlabfns, last ac-
cessed October 23, 2012).27 For all sampled myo-
cytes, the registration length of the detected Z-lines
exhibited a similar nonnormality of distribution, as the
example shown in Figure 3B, with 90% of the ZLRLs in
the range of 1 to approximately 6 �m. Thus, the median
ZLRL of individual myocytes was measured, averaged
for each shape, and compared across different ARs.
The data indicate that the median ZLRL varied with
respect to cell shape (Figure 3C), but only those of AR
3:1 and 5:1 were significantly longer than that of AR 1:1
(P � 0.05, multiple comparisons with the Scheffé cri-
terion). Because the myocyte area in the xy plane was
designed to be identical for all ARs, we reasoned that
the sum of the overall ZLRLs in individual myocytes
provided a measurement of the total quantity of phys-
ically coupled sarcomeres along the longitudinal axis.
Statistical analysis revealed that the total ZLRL of low
AR myocytes was significantly less than that of medium

. B: The relationship between maximal systolic Ty90 and diastolic cell width.
unction of ARs. Solid line, averaged inherent longitudinal contractility of all
lysis, and a Student’s t-test is applied for statistical analysis.
ll length
AR cells, and myocytes of AR 5:1 and 7:1 possessed a
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significantly longer ZLRL in total than myocytes of AR
11:1 (Figure 3D). These data suggested that myocyte
shape might play a role in optimizing the serial align-
ment and parallel coupling of sarcomeres.

The differences in contractility as a function of cell
shape coincided with variations in the lateral registration
of sarcomeres; however, depressed contractility in myo-
cytes harvested from failing hearts was most often attrib-
uted to alterations in the amplitude and duration of cal-

Figure 4. Calcium handling as a function of cell shape. A: Representative
shape-controlled myocytes are monitored along the scanning lines (dotted line)
Fluo-4 signal is normalized from 0 to 1 and used to analyze kinetic properties o

of cell AR. Each data point, average values of five contraction cycles; solid line, a quadratic
calcium waveforms are averaged for myocytes with medium (4:1 � AR � 8:1) and hig
cium transients.28–30 We asked if we could detect similar
variations in calcium handling as a function of myocyte
shape. We measured calcium transients for myocytes
with varied ARs using a confocal microscope. To control
contraction frequencies of single myocytes, cells were
electrically paced at 1 Hz using field stimulation, as dem-
onstrated in the time course of calcium handling experi-
ments using Fluo-4 (Figure 4A). The time to peak for the
calcium transients was faster in cells with small ARs (ie,

f shape-controlled myocytes and their calcium transients. Fluo-4 signals for
confocal microscope. Scale bar � 20 �m (DIC images). The time course of the
ium transients. Scale bar � 0.5 seconds. B: Peak and decay times as a function

Figure 3. A: Sarcomeric �-actinin (white) and
DNA (blue) stains of myocytes with various ARs.
An example of the skeletonized image of the AR
2:1 myocyte is also shown. Scale bar � 10 �m.
The frequency histogram of the detected Z-lines
for the AR 2:1 cell shown in A is given in B,
which exhibits an asymmetrical distribution as a
function of the Z-line length. C and D: Mean and
SD of the median and total Z-line registration
length as a function of the diastolic AR, respec-
tively. In C and D, the numbers above the error
bars indicate the ARs whose means are statisti-
cally different (P � 0.05) from the AR labeled.
The sample size for each AR is as follows: n �
18 (1:1), n � 29 (2:1), n � 14 (3:1), n � 15 (5:1),
n � 8 (7:1), and n � 5 (11:1).
images o
using a

f the calc

polynomial fit to the data; and dotted lines, 95% CIs (prediction). C: Normalized

h (9:1 � AR � 13:1) ARs. Scale bar � 0.3 seconds.
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�8) compared with those with high ARs (ie, �9) (Figure
4B). The minimum time to peak was observed in cells with
a medium AR (ie, 5 � AR � 7). A fitted line through the
data confirmed that the peak time depended on cell AR
and increased significantly at high ARs. Similarly, in-
creases in the decay time of the calcium transient were
observed in cells with high ARs. A comparison of calcium
waveforms across cells of varied AR revealed that cal-
cium transients decayed more slowly in cells with high
ARs relative to those with medium ARs (Figure 4C). These
data were interesting, because they suggested that cal-
cium metabolism within myocytes was distinctly sensitive
to the shape of the cell.

Discussion

Cardiomyopathies significantly affect the organization of
myofibrils in cardiomyocytes.8 In well-differentiated car-
diomyocytes, adjacent myofibrils are tightly registered at
the Z-lines, where the myofibrils are physically connected
to the extracellular matrix, via the desmin filaments and
costameres.31 Contiguous Z-line registration across the
cellular width effectively anchors the force vectors gen-
erated by individual myofibrils. Our data indicate that
contractility of a single cardiomyocyte is correlated with
myocyte shape, optimized at shapes resembling those
found in healthy hearts, and decreases at shapes similar
to those in failing hearts.

The work by Gerdes and colleagues,2–5 �20 years
ago, suggested a correlation between myocyte shape
and contractile function and dysfunction in the healthy
and failing heart. Our data support this hypothesis, draw-
ing a direct correlation between myocyte shape and con-
tractile strength. Our data further suggest that subcellular
architecture (namely, the parallel registration of sarco-
meric Z-lines) and calcium metabolism (specifically, the
increase time of the calcium transient) are correlated with
the range of myocyte shapes we engineered to mimic
those studied by Gerdes. Subsequent work2–6 since the
Gerdes findings suggests that the cytoskeleton and sar-
comeres play an important role in modulating ion channel
kinetics and calcium metabolism.32–34 Our findings of
perturbations in Z-line registry between parallel sarcom-
eres suggest the importance of the parallel coupling of
myofibrils in contraction. This is in agreement with our
previous computational model of myofibrillogenesis, sug-
gesting that the parallel coupling of myofibrils is impor-
tant in maintaining the polarity of the contractile appara-
tus of a myocyte35 and is consistent with the work,
reviewed by Pyle and Solaro,36 that the Z-lines are foci of
signaling activity. Our data further suggest that the cor-
relation of calcium signaling and contractile strength may
depend on the ordered assembly of these foci into an
intracellular network responsible for the spatiotemporal
coordination of cellular contractility.

There are limitations in our experimental design. We
chose neonatal cardiomyocytes rather than adult myo-
cytes because of their ability to consistently (within ap-
proximately 48 hours) remodel their shape with respect to

the geometric cues in the patterned matrix. Adult cardi-
omyocytes are slower to remodel their cytoskeleton in the
current in vitro model and rarely assume the shape of the
FN island in a timely manner. The addition of epinephrine
to normalize the automaticity of a myocyte in the experi-
mental protocol may influence the results, because ex-
ogenous catecholamines may alter myocyte contractility.
Furthermore, our study focused primarily on evaluating the
relationship between cardiomyocyte AR and systolic dys-
function, whereas the relationship between AR and diastolic
dysfunction was not examined. However, the prolonged
calcium transient durations observed in the high AR cardi-
omyocytes motivate us to further examine diastolic dysfunc-
tion in our in vitro model system because it was previously
shown that prolongation of calcium transients was corre-
lated with prolongation of diastole in rodent models of con-
gestive heart failure.37 Finally, our model approximates the
2D AR of myocyte shape, rather than the three-dimensional
size. This is an important difference; however, our model is
uniquely amenable to studies of the role of myofibrillogen-
esis in myocyte function because of its simplified myofibril-
lar architecture.

Our findings quantitatively relate the contractile func-
tion of myocytes with cell shape, intracellular structure,
and calcium handling ability. These data are important,
because they show how maladaptive remodeling of cel-
lular and subcellular architecture may be a contributor to
the reduced contractility of the failing heart.
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